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Abstract We propose a formal approach for the definition
and analysis of domain-specific modelling languages (DSML).
The approach uses standard model-driven engineering arti-
facts for defining a language’s syntax (using metamodels) and
its operational semantics (using model transformations).We
give formal meanings to these artifacts by translating them
to the Maude language: metamodels and models are mapped
to equational specifications, and model transformations are
mapped to rewrite rules between such specifications, which
are also expressible in Maude thanks to Maude’s reflective
capabilities. These mappings provide us, on the one hand,
with abstract definitions of theMDE concepts used for defin-
ing DSML, which naturally capture their intended meanings;
and, on the other hand, with equivalent executable definitions,
which can be directly used by Maude for formal verification.

We also study a notion of operational semantics-preser-
ving model transformations, which are model transformations
between twoDSML that ensure that each execution of a trans-
formed instance is matched by an execution of the original
instance. We propose a semidecision procedure, implemented
in Maude, for checking the semantics-preservation property.
We also show how the procedure can be adapted for tracing fi-
nite executions of the transformed instance back to matching
executions of the original one. The approach is illustratedon
xSPEM, a language for describing the execution of activities
constrained by time, precedence, and resource availability.

1 Introduction

Domain-Specific Modelling Languages (DSML) are languages
dedicated to modelling in specific application areas. Recently,
the design ofDSML has become widely accessible to engi-
neers trained in Model-Driven Engineering (MDE). Designing
a DSML amounts to defining ametamodelfor the language’s
abstract syntax; then, the language’s operational semantics is
expressed usingmodel transformationsover the metamodel.
The analogy with the Structured Operational Semantics (SOS)

framework [1] is that models play the roles of abstract syntax
trees, and model transformations play the role ofSOSrules.

One can reasonably anticipate that this democratisation of
language design will result in numerous languages. Formal
approaches can benefit language designers by helping them
to avoid or to detect errors. But, in order to have a chance of
being accepted, formal approaches have to follow an accepted
design process such as theMDE-based one mentioned above.

We propose here such an approach, which uses the Maude
formal executable specification language [2] to formalise the
MDE-based framework forDSML definition. Hence, languages
defined in that framework are also implicitly formalised, and
their designer have access to Maude’s verification tools.

One domain where formal approaches can be beneficial
is that of model-based, stepwise-refinement design processes.
In each step of such a process there are twoDSML L1 andL2,
each endowed with an operational semantics, and a model
transformationφ betweenL1 andL2. Here,L1 is a higher-
level "specification" language,L2 is a lower-level "imple-
mentation" one, andφ is a refinement between these levels.
A natural requirement for the refinementφ to be "correct" is
that for each instance ofL1, its image byφ can perform "no
more" than the original - every execution of the copy must
"correspond" to some execution of the original - because one
does not want executions in the implementation that are not
accounted for in the specification. When these conditions are
met we say that the model transformation/refinementφ is se-
mantics preserving. Also, one may wish tocompute, for any
given execution of the copy, the executions of the original that
match it (resulting in so-called "execution traceability").

In this paper we also propose formal definitions for the
semantics-preservation property of model transformations and
the execution-tracing problem. The definitions are direclyim-
plemented in Maude and are formally verifiable by the tool.

The proposed approach extends our work [3], where we
chose to represent metamodels (UML class diagrams possibly
enriched withOCL constraints) and models as Maude equa-
tional specifications, such that model-to-metamodel confor-
mance is automatically verifiable by equational reduction.
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Contributions. The semantics of Maude specifications, based
on algebras [4], provides models and metamodels with a for-
mal semantics. We use it to propose an abstract definition of
model-to-metamodel conformance, as an “inclusion" of the
semantics of the model into that of the metamodel. The ad-
vantage of this abstract definition is that it captures the in-
tuition that a model conforms to a metamodel if the model
"belongs to" the metamodel. The downside of the abstract
definition is that it cannot be used for checking conformance:
that requires an "executable" definition, like the one from [3].
We reconcile the two definitions by proving them equivalent.

In the same spirit, we propose abstract definitions for mo-
del transformations (which we use for defining aDSML’s op-
erational semantics, as well as translations betweenDSML)
as computablefunctions, or relations, between the semantics
of their metamodels. This captures the intuition that model
transformations are functions/relations between metamodels.
We prove that equivalent executable definitions for model
transformations areequationally defined functions, respectiv-
elly, rewrite relations, over Maude specifications of models,
which are expressible in Maude thanks to its reflective nature.

Again, the abstract definition captures the intuition (that
model transformations are functions/relation between meta-
models), whereas the executable definition can be used by
Maude for formal verification. That is, Maude can explore a
language’s executable operational semantics in order to model
check temporal properties of instances of the languages.

We illustrate the approach by defining a very simpleDSML

for finite automata. (This only serves as an illustration; of
course, finite automata do not need aDSML as a definition.)
To demonstrate the approach’s feasability we also define a
more involved example adapted from [5]: xSPEM, a language
for activities constrained by time, by resources, and by prece-
dence relations. We chose it because it is an executable lan-
guage and because is based on anOMG standard [6]. The
examples suggest a natural and expressive way of express-
ing operational semantics and model transformations, mixing
graphical rewrite rules andOCL [7] text for side-conditions.

We also show to optimise operational-semantics rules with
respect togiven initial DSML instances. The idea is that all
reachable instances from a given initial instance can only
differ from the initial instance with respect to a certain "dy-
namic" part, hence, rules can be "pre-instantiated" on the (in-
variant) "structural" part, yielding the same rewrite relation
from the initial instance, but with fewer/simpler matchings.

Next, we turn to semantics-preserving model transforma-
tions. We formalise this notion by requiring that the trans-
formation induces anobservational simulationbetween the
observational transition systems[8] generated by the opera-
tional semantics of the twoDSML. The framework of observa-
tional transition systems and simulations is adequate for com-
paring executions ofDSML because what actually changes
during execution is typically a small part of a model - the "dy-
namic" part, which may consist of a few attributes and links.
Observational transition systems allow for "observations" of
the dynamic part only, and observational simulations allowto
compare executions with respect to the dynamic part only.

We then define a semidecision procedure and its imple-
mentation in Maude for automatically checking whether a
model transformation between two instances of twoDSML is
semantics-preserving in the above sense. Semidecision here
means that if the simulation does not hold, then our procedure
will detect this; otherwise, the procedure may not terminate.

Hence, the procedure detects all semantics-preservation
errors. Another interest of our procedure lies in the fact that
it encodes semantical preservation as an invariance property,
enabling (in principle) the use of theorem-proving techniques
for invariants, also available in Maude [9,10], for interac-
tively proving that observational simulation does hold.

Finally, we give a version of the procedure that solves
the "execution traceability" problem: given an executionρ of
an instance of the image by the transformation, it returns an
encoding of all executions of the original that matchρ. We
illustrate this on a transformation from xSPEMto hierarchical
extended state machines(similar toUML state machines).

Organisation. The rest of the paper is organised as follows.
In Section 2 we briefly present the Maude language. In Sec-
tion 3 we present our Maude encoding ofMDE notions re-
lated toDSML: metamodel, model, conformance, operational
semantics, and model transformations, and illustrate themon
a simple example based on automata. In Section 4 we illus-
trate our approach on the xSPEM language. In Section 5 we
deal with semantics-preserving model transformations and
with the execution-tracing problem. Section 6 presents re-
lated work and future work, and concludes. The Appendix
contains proofs of some technical lemmas. The Maude code
for the examples in the paper is currently available online at
http://researchers.lille.inria.fr/~rusu/SoSym.

2 Background

Maude specifications are written in Membership Equational
Logic (MEL) or Rewriting Logic (RL), a superset ofMEL. We
briefly present them here, mostly by means of examples. The
interested reader can consult [2] and the refereces therein.

2.1 Syntax

A MEL specification consists of a set ofsorts; of a partial
order on sorts called thesubsortingrelation; of a set ofoper-
ations, which are functions between the sorts, each of which
has anarity, where constants are0-ary functions; and of a set
of axiomsdefining the operations. Axioms are (possibly con-
ditional) equationsbetween terms, ormembershipsof terms
into sorts. Among the equational axioms, some particularly
important ones (associativity, commutativity, identity,. . . ) can
be associated to some operators, saving to users the troubleof
writing an explicit equation. Aterm is either a constant or a
variable of a given sort, or the application of an operation to
the appropriate number of terms of the appropriate sorts. A
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fmod ELEMENT is
sort Element .
ops a b : -> Element .
endfm

fmod ELEMENT-SET is
protecting ELEMENT .
sort Set .
subsort Element < Set .
op empty : -> Set .
op _,_ : Set Set -> Set [assoc comm id: empty] .
eq X:Element, X:Element = X:Element .
endfm

Figure 1 SpecificationsELEMENT andELEMENT-SET.

ground termis a term without variables.Order-sortedlogic
is a subset ofMEL allowing only for equations as axioms (ex-
cluding memberships). Rewriting Logic is a superset ofMEL,
which also allows for (possibly conditional)rewrite rules.

Example 1Two simple order-sorted specifications are shown
in Figure 1, using (mostly, self-explanatory) Maude syntax.
They encode the standard way of defining finite sets in Maude.
Sets are constructed using theempty constant, or by tak-
ing unions of sets, denoted by the_,_ operation in Figure 1,
which is declared to be associative, commutative, and to have
empty as its identity element. There is a sortElement for
elements, which consists of the constantsa andb. This sort
is defined in another specification, calledELEMENT, which
is protectively extendedby the specificationELEMENT-SET.
This means that the definitions in the protected specification
become available in the protecting one, and that their seman-
tics is not altered (more explanations on semantics follow).

Next, the subsorting relationElement<Set says that
every element is a set. Note that, with this definition, a set
would allow for multiple copies of elements. To avoid this,
the equationX:Element,X:Element=X:Elementpre-
vents elements to occur in a set more than once. However, if
this equation is replaced by arewrite rule, written in Maude
syntaxX:Element,X:Element=>X:Element, the in-
tepretation is different: the equation is a part of the definition
of sets; by contrast, the rule could be part of theoperational
semanticsof a system whose states are multisets.

2.2 Semantics

The semantics of aMEL specification is defined in terms of
algebras. Defining an algebra for a specificationS consists
in interpreting each sort ofS as a set such that the subsorting
relation is interpreted by the subset relation. The operations
are then interpreted as functions between the corresponding
sets (or by constants in the corresponding sets). It is required
that the interpretation satisfies the specification’s axioms. We
shall denote byA |= φ the satisfaction of a formulaφ of a
specificationS by an algebraA of S, with the usual meaning
- when interpreted inA, the formulaφ evaluates totrue.

The initial algebra of a MEL specification is intuitively
the “most natural interpretation" of the specification; forthe
specification depicted in Figure 1 it consists of sets ofas
andbs. Formally, the initial algebra interprets each sorts as

the set of equivalence classes of ground termsthat can be
proved to be of sorts using MEL ’s deductive system [4] -
where two terms are in the same equivalence class iff they
can be proved equal using the deductive system ofMEL. The
functions interpreting the non-constant operations are then
implicitly defined by the specifications’s axioms. Note that
even though the initial algebra is the most natural interpreta-
tion of aMEL specification it is by no means the only one.

The initial semanticsof a MEL specification consists of
its initial algebra. We denoteLSM the initial semantics of a
specificationS. The loose semanticsof a MEL specification
S is the set of all its algebras. We use the initial semantics for
MEL specifications denoting models, and a subset of the loose
semantics forMEL specifications representing metamodels.

The initial semantics of a MaudeRL specification is a
transition systemwhose states are equivalence classes of gro-
und terms, and whose transition relation interprets therewrite
relation of the RL specification (two classes[t1], [t2] are in
relation if t2 is obtained fromt1 by exactly one rewrite). We
shall use this semantics to define the operational semanticsof
DSML, and, more generally, that of model transformations.

2.3 Reflectiveness

We shall use the fact that Maude isreflective: there exists a
Maude specification thatmetarepresentsall Maude specifica-
tions, including itself. ForMEL specifications this is achieved
by a functionfmod_is_sorts_. ____endfm, defined
at Maude’smeta-level, which takes 7 arguments (correspond-
ing to the number of underscores). For example, the speci-
fication ELEMENT-SET is obtained by applying the above
function to metarepresentations of the following parameters:
a name (here,ELEMENT-SET); a set of imported specifi-
cations (here,ELEMENT); a set of sorts (here,Set); a sub-
sorting relation (here,Element < Set), a set of operation
declarations (here,empty and_,_); a set of membership ax-
ioms (here, there are none); and a set of equations (here, the
sole equationX:Element,X:Element=X:Element).

The resultingmetarepresentationof the Maude specifica-
tion ELEMENT-SET in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2. Syn-
tactical differences with the original are minor: for instance,
all identifiers arequoted, and all operations are in prefix form.

More important differences lie in the fact that the metarep-
resentationsS of Maude specificationsS are terms, hence,
they can be processed just as any term within Maude spec-
ifications. We shall exploit this fact for defining operational
semantics and model transformations, using equationally de-
fined functions and/or rewrite rules over (metarepresentations
of) Maude specifications denoting models conforming to a
given metamodel. An important formal property of reflection
that we shall use is that it isinjective: for distinct specifica-
tionsS1, S2, their metarepresentationsS1, S2 are distinct.
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fmod ’ELEMENT-SET is
protecting ’ELEMENT .
sorts ’Set .
subsort ’Element < ’Set .
op ’empty : nil -> Set [none] .
op ’_,_ : Set Set -> Set [assoc comm id(’empty.Set) ] .
none .
eq ’_,_[’X:Element, ’X:Element] = ’X:Element [none] .
endfm

Figure 2 Metarepresentation of the specificationELEMENT-SET.

Transition.allInstances → forAll(t : Transition|t.label 6= ””)
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Figure 3 Metamodel for finite automata without silent transitions.
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Figure 4 A non-conformant model of the metamodel in Fig 3.

3 RepresentingDSML into Maude

In this section we propose abstract definitions for the essen-
tial notions involved inDSML: metamodel, model, model-to-
metamodel conformance, operational semantics, and model
transformations. For conformance, operational semantics, and
model transformations we show the equivalence of abstract
definitions with executable ones, which can be used by Maude
for verification, and which rely on Maude’s reflectiveness.

We take the commonly shared view that meta-models are
UML class diagrams possibly enriched withOCL constraints.

Example 2The metamodel in Figure 3 represents finite au-
tomata. The unidirectional association from the classAutoma-
ton to the classStatedenotes theactivestate. TheInitState
subclass ofStaterepresents initial states of automata. The
classAutomatonhas thetrace attribute - a string of char-
acters, obtained by concatenatinglabelsof transitionsfired
by the automaton. Transitions are associated toorigin and
destination states. The opposite roles, from the point of view
of states, are those ofincoming andoutgoing transitions. The
roles of associations are labelled with multplicities, e.g., tran-
sitions have one origin and one destination state. TheOCL in-
variant below the diagram says that the automaton does not
have "silent transitions": the labels of transitions are nonempty.

Figure 4 shows a model of an automaton as an object di-
agram of the class diagram in Figure 3. It is composed of:

a self-loop labelled “a” on the (active and initial) states0; a
transition from states0 to states1 labelled ""; and a self-loop
labelled “b” on s1. It does not conform to the metamodel in
Figure 3 because it violates the metamodel’sOCL invariant.

Model and metamodel representations in Maude.We give
semantics to (meta)models by representing them in Maude.

We first discuss the already existing alternatives [11,12].
One the one hand, [11] base their representation on Maude’s
object oriented extension embodied inFull Maude(an exten-
sion of Maude, written in Maude itself). On the other hand, [12]
represent metamodels as sorts, which are defined in Maude
using membership axioms, and specify the constraints that
the models conforming to a given metamodel must satisfy.

Our proposal is to represent both metamodels and models
as Maudespecifications, and to take advantage of the algebra-
based semantics of Maude specifications to provide them with
formal meanings. By doing so, we avoid the complexity of
expressing conformance by means of memberships, or of hav-
ing to rely on Maude’s object-oriented extension. This rela-
tive simplicity allows us to avoid some issues arising in the
anterior works [11,12], where definitions for metamodels are
quite complex, with the consequence that encodings of model-
to-metamodel conformance were not shown to be decidable.

Hence, we take a different approach - we represent meta-
models and models as order-sorted specifications. Classes,in-
heritance, class attributes, and associations„ are mappedto
existing constructions of order-sorted specifications: respec-
tively, to sorts, to subsorting relations, and to functionsbe-
tween sorts. Constructions present in models are also mapped
to corresponding constructions of order-sorted specifications,
andOCL invariants are mapped to equations, such that, over-
all, the specifications representing object diagrams areground
confluent and terminating[13]. This ensures the decidability
of model-to-metamodel conformance, and provides us with a
correct and reasonably efficient procedure for checking it.

3.1 Metamodels

A metamodel is a class diagram possibly enriched withOCL

invariants. We consider a minimal notion of class diagrams,
consisting of a set of classes with attributes, of unidirectional
associations between classes, whose roles have[0..∗] mul-
tiplicities, of a partial-order generalisation between classes,
and ofOCL invariants that are syntactically and semantically
correct in the context of a given class diagram. We here as-
sume that these concepts are known without further defini-
tions. Other features of class diagrams (bidirectional asso-
ciations, roles with multiplicities other than[0..∗], composi-
tion and aggregation associations. . . ) are not considered since
they do not any expressiveness - they can be equivalently en-
coded using the existing constructions andOCL constraints1.

1 For example, a bidirectional association between the classesc1
and c2, which in the association play the rolesr1 andr2, respec-
tively, can be encoded using two unidirectional associations: one
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Definition 1 For a metamodelMM, we denote byMEL(MM)
the (order-sorted)MEL specification defined as follows:

1. standardMEL specifications of basic types (Boolean, . . . )
occuring in the metamodel areprotectedin MEL(MM);

2. each classc is translated into a sortc. A sortSet{c} for
multisets2 of elements of sortc, with constructorsempty

and _, _ is declared inMEL(MM), together with two
declarations: of the subsorting relationc < Set{c}, and
of a constant, calledc.allInstances , of sortSet{c};

3. the inheritance relation is represented by the subsorting
relation: wheneverc1 directly inherits fromc2 in MM
we have inMEL(MM) a subsort declarationc1 < c2 ;

4. each attributea of typet of a classc is translated to a
function declarationa : c → t ;

5. each association fromc1 to c2, wherec2 plays the roler2,
is translated into a functionr2 : c1 → Set{c2};

6. if the metamodel containsOCL invariants they are trans-
lated to equations, based on the translation defined in [13].

We now describe the translation [13] ofOCL to MEL and
explain why it generates confluent and terminating equations.

– basic types (Booleans, integers, strings, . . . ) and the oper-
ations on them, as well as sets of such types, are already
defined in Maude, so there is no need to redefine them;

– navigation is made available by the function declarations
denoting attributes and links; for navigating from instances
of a classc to attributesa of type t of c, the function
a : c → t shall be used, and similarly for the navigation
from instances to other instances via associations/roles;

– quantifiers (forall, exists) and iterators (select, collect) are
expressed using equationally defined recursive functions.
The only difficulty is that Maude functions do not allow
for functions as arguments, whereasOCL does allow this.
The solution is then to instantiate the iterators for the ac-
tual (finitely many) expressions over which they iterate.
For example, an expression of the form→ select(x :T |Ei ),
whereEi is a theith OCL expression occuring in theOCL

invariants of metamodel (according to an arbitrary order)
is defined by a functionselecti , using the equations

selecti(empty) = empty

selecti(s , S )=(if Ei(s) then s else empty),selecti (S )

Note the presence of the indexi in theselect- it indicates
the fact that it is meant for iterating over expressionEi.
This is also useful for ensuring confluence (see below).
Similarly, an expression of the form→ forAll(x : T |Ej )
is translated to a functionforallj , using the equations

forAllj (empty) = true

forAllj (s ,S )=(if Ej (s) then true else false)∧forAllj (S )

from c1 to c2, and the other one fromc2 to c1, together withOCL in-
variants saying that the functionsr1, r2 are inverse to each other.
Other rules replacing composition and aggregation operations by
standard associations withOCL invariants are presented in [14].

2 From here on we shall refer to multisets simply as sets.

fmod AUTOMATA-MM is
protecting Bool String .
--- sorts for classes, subsorting for inheritance
sorts Automaton Transition State InitialState .
subsort InitialState < State .
--- omitted: definitions for sorts Set{Automaton}, etc
--- constants for all instances of a given class
op Automaton.allInstances : -> Set{Automaton} .
op Transition.allInstances : -> Set{Transition} .
op State.allInstances : -> Set{State} .
op InitialState.allInstances : -> Set{InitialState} .
--- associations
op active : Automaton -> Set{State} .
op orig : Transition -> Set{State} .
op dest : Transition -> Set{State} .
op incoming : State -> Set{Transition} .
op outgoing : State -> Set{Transition} .
--- attributes
op trace : Automaton -> String .
op label : Transition -> String .
--- OCL invariant
op forAll-1 : Set{Transition} -> Bool .
eq forAll-1(empty) = true .
eq forAll-1(t:Transition, S:Set{Transition}) =
(label(t) =/= "") and-then forAll-1(S:Set{Transition} .

eq forAll-1(Transition.allInstances) = true .
endfm

Figure 5 MEL specification of the metamodel in Fig. 3.

Similar equations define the other quantifer and iterators.
Finally, a universally-quantified invariant of the form

c.allInstances → forAll(x : T |Ei)

is encoded by an equation of the form

forAlli (c.allInstances) = true (1)

and similarly for existentially-quantified invariants.

Regarding confluence, it is ensured by the numbering of the
select, forall, . . . recursive functions, which avoids critical
pairs (and also by the fact that, in the two equations per func-
tion, one takes the argumentempty, and the other one, some-
thing nonempty). And termination is ensured by the fact that
all recursive calls are made on structurally smaller arguments.

Example 3For the metamodel shown in Figure 3, the result
of the translation is for the most part shown in Figure 5. Other
"implicit" OCL invariants (not shown in the figure) encode the
1..1 multiplicity constraints of some of the association roles,
as well as the constraint that the unidirectional associatations
encoding the bidirectional ones are inverse to each other.

For a metamodelMM, we define a subset of the algebras of
MEL(MM), which shall constitute by definition the meta-
model’s semantics. The idea is that models conforming to
MM shall bijectively match algebras in the given set.

Definition 2 For theMEL specificationMEL(MM) of a meta-
modelMM, we denote byJMEL(MM)K the smallest set of
algebras ofMEL(MM) containing all algebrasA such that:

1. A interprets the specifications imported inMEL(MM)
as their respective initial algebras;

2. A interprets each proper sortc of MEL(MM) (meaning
thatc is not imported inMEL(MM)) as a finite setA(c);
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3. for any pairc1, c2 of proper sorts ofMEL(MM) that
are in different connected components with respect to the
subsorting relation ofMEL(MM), A(c1) ∩ A(c2) = ∅;

4. A interprets all sorts of the formSet{c} asPf (A(c)),
that is, the set of finite parts ofA(c);

5. A interprets all the constantsc.allInstances asA(c).

Definition 3 (metamodel semantics)The semantics of a meta-
modelMM is the set of algebrasJMEL(MM)K.

3.2 Models

A modelM is essentially an object diagram of some meta-
model (i.e., class diagram)MM. Remember that an object
diagram isof a given class diagram if all objects have classes
that belong to the class diagram; all atributes of an object are
present in the object’s class, and the value of the attributes
have the same types as (or have subtypes of) the types de-
clared in the class; and all links between objects instantiate
an existing association between the two object’s classes in
the class diagram. We assume that these concepts are known.

Definition 4 For a modelM of a metamodelMM, we de-
note byMELMM(M) the (order-sorted)MEL specification
constructed as follows:

1. theMEL translation of the metamodelMM (Definition 1)
is imported;

2. each instanceo of classc becomes a declarationo :→ c
of a constanto of sortc;

3. each attributea of an objecto having valuev is translated
to an equationa(o) = v;

4. for all classesc, the constantc.allInstances is equated to
the set of all constants of sortc declared inMELMM(M).

A few explanations for this translation: (1) by importing the
MEL specification of the metamodelMM, the sorts for the
classes of the metamodel, and the functions for attributes and
associations, become available in theMEL specification of
the modelMELMM(M); (2) theinstancesof a class become
constantsof the sort denoting the class, whose declaration
is imported fromMEL(MM); (3) attributes valuesbecome
equations, which participate in the definition of thefunction
denoting the attribute, whose declaration is also imported
from MEL(MM); (4) each set of links of an association trans-
lates to an equation that defines thefunction denoting a role,
whose declaration is imported fromMEL(MM).

We require that for all modelsM of a metamodelMM,
all MELMM(M) share a unique name indepedent ofM.
This is to avoid that two otherwise identical specifications
for models be artificially made different by their name only.

Example 4For the modelM in Fig. 4 and the metamodel
MM in Fig. 3,MELMM(M) is partially depicted in Fig. 6.
Note that the specification of the model imports that of the
metodel inextendingmode (extending keyword). Like in
the case ofprotectingimports, this has the effect of making
all definitions from the imported specification available inthe
importing one, but now, their semantics may be changed, e.g.,
by adding constants to sorts and equations defining functions.

fmod AUTOMATON-MODEL is
extending Automata-MM .
--- constants denoting objects
op a : -> Automaton .
op s0 : -> InitialState .
op s1 : -> State .
ops t1 t2 t3 : -> Transition .
--- equations denoting attribute values and links
eq trace(a) = "" .
---...
eq out(s1) = t3 .
--- equations defining all instances of classes
eq Automaton.allInstances = a .
--- ...
eq Transition.allInstances = t1, t2, t3 .
endfm

Figure 6 MEL specification for the model from Figure 4 (excerpt).

We now define the semantics of a model as the initial al-
gebra of its correspondingMEL specification:

Definition 5 (model semantics)The semantics of a model
M of metamodelMM is the initial algebraLMELMM(M)M.

3.3 Conformance

Based on the abstract Definitions 3 and 5 for the semantics
of metamodels and models, respectively, we obtain the fol-
lowing rather natural and abstract definition for conformance,
capturing the intuition that a modelM conforms to a meta-
modelMM if the modelM belongs to the metamodelMM:

Definition 6 (conformance, abstract version)A modelM
conforms to a metamodelMM, denoted byM : MM, if
LMELMM(M)M∈JMEL(MM)K.

Note that the above definition also implies thatM has meta-
modelMM (otherwise,LMELMM(M)M is not defined). This
ensures thatM properly uses the syntax described byMM.
The constraintLMELMM(M)M∈JMEL(MM)K then ensures
that theOCL invariants ofMM, encoded using equations in
MEL(MM), are satisfied. Indeed, for modelsM not satis-
fiying theOCL invariants, in the initial algebraMELMM(M)
it holds thatfalse = true (i.e., true is the right-hand side of
an equation of the form (1), andfalse is its left-hand side, for
some unsatisfiedOCL invariant). This is in contradiction with
theprotectiveimport of Booleans inMEL(MM) (cf. Def. 1).
This implies that for modelsM that donot satisfiy some
OCL invariant ofMM, LMELMM(M)M /∈JMEL(MM)K; or,
equivalently,LMELMM(M)M ∈ JMEL(MM)K implies that
M satisfies allOCL invariants ofMM.

Hence, the abstract Definition 6 adequately captures the
notion of conformance. However, it cannot be used for the
automatic machine-checking of conformance, because it is a
semantical definition, whereas computation requires syntax.

We now recall our executable definition of conformance
from [3] and show that it is equivalent to the above abstract
one. For a modelM of metamodelMM, the equational rep-
resentation of the conjunction of allOCL invariants ofMM,
which we shall denote byOCLMEL (MM), is automatically
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evaluated inMELMM(M). This is done by equational reduc-
tion, thanks to the ground confluence and termination of the
equations denotingOCL invariants [13]. Then, conformance
holds iff the canonical form of the conjunctionOCLMEL (MM)
in MELMM(M) is true. Since for ground confluent termi-
nating (order-sorted)MEL specifications, the initial algebra
(which we denoted here byL·M) is the algebra of canonical
forms of terms [2], we obtain that our executable definition
for conformance from [3] amounts to the following one (re-
member also from Section 2.2 that|= denotes satisfaction):

Definition 7 (conformance, executable version)A modelM
conforms to a metamodelMM, denoted byM :: MM, if
LMELMM(M)M |= (OCLMEL (MM) = true).

In order to show the equivalence of our abstract and opera-
tional definitions of conformance we need the following lem-
ma, which says that the semantics of a metamodel is equal to
the set of semantics of models that executably-conform to it:

Lemma 1 JMEL(MM)K={LMELMM(M)M |M ::MM}.

The main result about conformance is that our abstract Defi-
nition 6 and the executable Definition 7 from [3] coincide:

Proposition 1M : MM if and only ifM :: MM.

Proof by Definition 7,M : MM if and only if

LMELMM(M)M∈JMEL(MM)K

By Lemma 1,

JMEL(MM)K = {LMELMM(M)M |M :: MM}

Hence,M : MM if and only if

LMELMM(M)M∈{LMELMM(M)M |M :: MM}

which is equivalent toM :: MM. ✷

3.4 Operational Semantics: Three Equivalent Definitions

The operational semantics of aDSML is, intuitively, a func-
tion that maps models in theDSML to "next" models. Based
on Definition 3 (semantics of metamodels) we propose the
following abstract definition for operational semantics.

Definition 8 (operational semantics, abstract version)The
operational semantics of aDSML of metamodelMM is any
recursive functionF : JMEL(MM)K → Pf (JMEL(MM)K).

Here,Pf (S) denotes the set of finite subsets ofS. By Lemma 1
and Prop. 1,JMEL(MM)K= {LMELMM(M)M |M :MM},
which we interpret by the fact that a metamodelMM can
be identified with the set of models conforming to it. Hence,
Def. 8 captures the intuition that, during execution, a model
nondeterministically "chooses" a successor from a finite (pos-
sibly empty) set of models; and that this set is computable.

fmod Models_AUTOMATA-MM is
--- predefined Maude module for using reflection
protecting META-LEVEL .
--- metamodel for automata
protecting AUTOMATA-MM .
--- definitions of sorts metarepresenting automata models
sort Models_AUTOMATA-MM .
--- definition of the sort Models_AUTOMATA-MM
--- using a conditional membership
--- FModule is a predefined sort from Meta-Module
--- metarepresenting Maude MEL specifications
var X : FModule .
cmb X : Models_AUTOMATA-MM
if conformance-check(X,’AUTOMATA-MM) = true .
--- conformance-check is the implementation of
--- conformance by equational reduction from [5]
endfm

Figure 7 MEL specificationModels_AUTOMATA-MM.

However, Definition 8 is not executable: one cannot com-
pute with Maude over algebras (semantics) of Maude speci-
fications; such computations require syntax to operate on.

The available syntax is that ofMaude specificationsde-
noting models conforming to a given meta-model. Hence, in
order to obtain executable versions of operational semantics,
we shall define Maude computations over Maude specifica-
tions. This is possible in Maude thanks to its reflective nature.

We shall need the two following lemmas. The first one
makes the first step from semantics to syntax: it establishes
a bijection between a metamodel’s semantics and the set of
Maude specifications of models conforming to the metamodel.

Lemma 2 There is a bijection between the set{MELMM(M) |
M :: MM} and the metamodel’s semanticsJMEL(MM)K.

Hence, in Definition 8, semantics (JMEL(MM)K) can be re-
placed with syntax ({MELMM(M) |M :: MM}, i.e., with
Maude specifications). This is not enough: computations in
Maude are either functions or rewrite rules, and both require
sortsto be defined upon. Hence, our second lemma constructs
a Maude specification that defines a sort that, when intepreted
in the initial model, is inhabited bymetarepresentations of
Maude specifications of modelsthat conform to a given meta-
model3. This result and its implementation use Maude’s re-
flectiveness discussed in the Background section.

Lemma 3 For each metamodelMM, there exists aMEL spec-
ification denoted byModelsMM, where a sortModelsMM

is defined, whose interpretation in the algebraLModelsMMM
is in bijection with the set{MELMM(M) |M :: MM}.

Example 5A specification of the formModelsMM is shown
in Fig. 7 (AUTOMATA-MM is the specification in Figure 5).

Our first executable definition considers the sorts defined in
theMEL specificationModelsMM of Lemma 3 and so-called
"protective extensions" of this specification. Remember that

3 Note the analogy with [12], where metamodels are encoded as
sorts and models are encoded as terms of those sorts. The difference
is that [12] perform their encoding directly in Maude’s logic "by
hand", whereas, in our case, Maude’s reflection mechanism auto-
matically reflects models as terms/metamodels-as-sorts for us, based
on our encoding of models/metamodels as Maude specifications.
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a protective extension of a specificationS1 by a specification
S2 does not change the (initial) semantics ofS1: it uses the
sorts and operations defined inS1 without altering them.

Definition 9 (operational semantics, executable version 1)
The operational semantics of aDSML of metamodelMM is
any functionF : ModelsMM → Set{ModelsMM} equa-
tionally defined in some protective extension ofModelsMM,
and interpreted in the initial semantics of the extension.

Proposition 2 Definitions 8 and 9 are equivalent.

Proof The bijection between the semanticsJMEL(MM)K of
a DSML’s metamodel and the set{MELMM(M) | M ::
MM} (cf. Lemma 2) ensures that we have the following
equivalent definition to Definition 8: the operational seman-
tics of a DSML of metamodelMM is a recursive function
from {MELMM(M) | M :: MM} to Pf ({MELMM(M) |
M :: MM}). Then, using the bijection from Lemma 3,
and a standard encoding of finite sets in Maude such as that
shown in Figure 1, we obtain yet another equivalent definition
to Definition 8, as recursive functions fromModelsMM to
Set{ModelsMM}. Next, a theorem by Bergstra and Tucker
[15] says that recursive functions on a given domain/codomain
are exactly those functions that can be equationally defined
on algebraic specifications of the domain and codomain, by
means of confluent, terminating equations. The equations are,
in general, written in protective extensions of the specifica-
tion ModelsMM and interpreted in their initial algebras.✷

This definition is already an executable one, in the sense that
Maude can compute results of the equationally-defined se-
mantics. However, in order to use Maude’s automatic veri-
fication tools (namely, state-space exploration, an example is
given below) it is better to equivalently represent such seman-
tics usingrewrite rulesof Rewriting-Logic specifications.

Definition 10 (operational semantics, executable version 2)
The operational semantics of aDSML of metamodelMM is
the rewrite relation over the sortModelsMM, in someRL

protective extension of theMEL specificationModelsMM,
and interpreted in the initial semantics of the extension.

Proposition 3 Definitions 9 and 10 are equivalent.

Proof The equivalence holds thanks to the following obser-
vations. For the(9 ⇒ 10) implication, for any sortS and
equationally defined functionF : S → Set{S}, and any
two termst1, t2 of sortS, t1 ∈ F (t2) reduces totrue if and
only {t1} rewrites to{t2} by using the rewrite rule{x} ⇒
{y} if y, z := F (x), where variablesx and y have sort
S, andz has sortSet{S}; that is, one can always encode
the relationt1 ∈ F (t2) by the rewrite relation of rewrite
rules4. For the(9 ⇐ 10) implication: the rewrite relation

4 More precisely, the rewrite rule{x} ⇒ {y} if y, z := F (x)
uses a "freezing at the top" operation{·}, and therefore it will
rewrite at the top any term{t1} to a term{t2}, wheneverF (t1)
can bematchedby some set containingt2. Here, we exploit the so-
calledmatching condition[2] y , z := F (x) of the rewrite rule.

active

X:State

Y:Automaton
trace = T

label = L

W:Transition

dest

X:State Z:State

orig

out in

active

=⇒
Y:Automaton

trace = T + L

label = L

W:Transition

destorig

out in

Z:State

Figure 8 Executing automata: graphical rule.

mod AUTOMATA-EXECUTION is
--- protective extension : the initial semantics
--- of Models_AUTOMATA-MM is not modified
protecting Models_AUTOMATA-MM .
--- rule for executing automata
rl
(eq ’active[Y:Term] = X:Term [none] .)
(eq ’orig[W:Term] = X:Term [none] .)
(eq ’dest[W:Term] = Z:Term [none] .)
(eq ’label[W:Term] = L:Term [none] .)
(eq ’trace[Y:Term] = T:Term [none] .) =>
(eq ’active[Y:Term] = Z:Term [none] .)
(eq ’orig[W:Term] = X:Term [none] .)
(eq ’dest[W:Term] = Z:Term [none] .)
(eq ’label[W:Term] = L:Term [none] .)
(eq ’trace[Y:Term] = ’_+_[L:Term, T:Term] [none] ) .
endm

Figure 9 Executing automata: Maude rewrite rule.

over the sortModelsMM of a rewriting-logic specification
is a computable, i.e., recursive function fromModelsMM

to Set{ModelsMM}, which by [15] can be equationally de-
fined in some protective extension ofModelsMM. ✷

Example 6We illustrate below the executable Definition 10
on our specifications on automata. Figure 8 depicts automata
execution: if an automatonY has a transitionW with label
L whose origin isX and destination isZ, and the currently
active state isX , then the active state becomesZ, and the
labelL is concatenated to the automaton’s traceT .

The corresponding Maude rewrite rule is shown in Fig-
ure 9. It closely matches the graphical rule: the links and
attribute values are denoted by equations; the rule changes
the set of equations in order to change the links and attribute
values. Here, the link that changes is theactive link, from
’active[Y:Term] = X:Term to’active[Y:Term]
= Z:Term. Operator names from the meta-model specifica-
tion are quoted, and variables are of sortTerm; this is due to
the fact that we are using Maude’s reflection (allowed by the
importation of theMETA-LEVEL Maude specification). The
attribute value that changes is’trace[Y:Term], whose
next-state value is the concatenation of the labelL and trace
T , expressed by reflection in Maude by means of the equation
’trace[Y:Term] = ’_+_[L:Term, T:Term].
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We can use now the Maude specification shown in Fig-
ure 9 to execute, e.g., the automaton whose model’s speci-
fication in Maude is shown in Figure 6 and to verify some
simple temporal properties for it. For example, the following
command asks Maude whether an execution of the automaton
exist such that the trace of the automaton is "aaabb":

search[1] upModule(’AUTOMATON-MODEL) =>* X

such that getTrace(X) = ’"aaabb".String.

Maude instantly responds positively, and provides us upon
request with the shortest path leading to the solution.

Extensions.The abstract Definition 8 of operational seman-
tics may be extended to strictly more expressiverecursive re-
lationsR : JMEL(MM)K×JMEL(MM)K → Bool. Such re-
lations may lead to non-computable successor functions (the
partial functionF such thatR(x ,F (x )) = true for all inputs
x whereF is defined, is not computable in general). However,
it is interesting to consider such semantics for theoretical rea-
sons (can they also be represented/executed in Maude?) and
also for practical reasons: as we shall see, such relations nat-
urally correspond toDSML for modellingopensystems.

To represent such transition relations in Maude, we use
the specificationModelsMM from Lemma 3 and the sort
ModelsMM defined therein. Using the same reasoning as in
the proof of Proposition 2 we obtain that the set of recur-
sive relationsR : JMEL(MM)K × JMEL(MM)K → Bool
are in bijection with the set of equationally defined relations
R : ModelsMM ModelsMM → Bool, written in some pro-
tective extension of the specificationModelsMM, and inter-
preted in the initial semantics of the extension. Now, thesere-
lations trivially coincide with the rewrite relations ofextended
rewrite rulesof the form(†) {x} ⇒ {y} if R(x , y) = true.
We call the ruleextendedbecause it has the additional vari-
abley in its right-hand side; "regular" rules do not allow this.
Hence, an equivalent characterisation of operational seman-
tics that are recursive relations overJMEL(MM)K, is that of
rewrite relations of extended rewrite rules overModelsMM,
definable in someRL protective extension of the specification
ModelsMM, and interpreted in its initial semantics.

Finally, note that the rewrite rule(†) encoding the relation
R has the free variabley in both its right-hand side and con-
dition. The practical interest is that the free variabley may be
interpreted asinput from anenvironment. Hence, transition
relations naturally correspond toDSML for modellingopen
systems, which receive inputs from an unknown environment.

To "execute" such an extended rule from a term matched
by {x}, a rewrite engine must "choose" a term for{y} such
thatR(x, y) evaluates totrue. This is not possibly in gen-
eral as it requires constraint-solving orver arbitrary domains.
Such rules can be executed usingnarrowingin some cases [16].

Example 7Assume that in a automata the user can arbitrar-
ily change the active state to some other state. The rule in
Figure 10 decribes this: the previous active state wasX and
the new active state is chosen to be some stateZ, provided
X 6= Z, which is a condition to the rule. In Maude this gives

if X ;State 6= Z : State

Y:Automaton Z:State
active

Y:AutomatonX:State
active

=⇒

Figure 10 Graphical rule for arbitrary change of active state.

crl (eq ’active[Y:Term] = X:Term [none] .)
=> (eq ’active[Y:Term] = Z:Term [none] .)
if X:Term =/= Z:Term .

3.5 Model Transformations

The operational semantics ofDSML as defined in the previous
section is just a particular case of anendogenousmodel trans-
formation, i.e., a transformation where the source and target
metamodels are the same. We naturally extend the abstract
Definition 8 to model transformations between two different
metamodelsMM1 andMM2, as functions with domain
JMEL(MM1)K and co-domainPf (JMEL(MM2K)). We also
extend the executable Definitions 9, 10 to model transforma-
tions that rewrite terms of sortModelsMM1

to terms of sort
ModelsMM2

defined by reflection as shown in Section 3.4.

Example 8We present a simple model transformation that
implements the operation ofelimination of silent transitions
between the meta-modelsMM1 andMM2 of automata,
resp. ofautomata without silent transitions, depicted in Fig-
ure 3 (without, respectively with, theOCL invariant). This
also serves as illustration of conditional rules havingnega-
tive patternsas conditions - patterns that must not match in
order for the rule to apply - and of their encoding in Maude.

The transformation is expressed using two rules, one of
which is shown in Figure 11. The solid-line pattern in the
left-hand side consists of a transitionT with a labelL that
may or may not be empty, followed by a silent transitionT ′

whose label is the empty string. The origin and destination
states of the transitions are also shown. The dotted-line pat-
tern is anegative pattern: the rulecannotbe applied if that
pattern maches - essentially, if there is already a transition
T̂ labelledL from the origin ofT to the destination ofT ′.
(Without this negative pattern, the rule could always be ap-
plied, which leads to the undesired effect of nontermination).
The effect of the rule consists in adding a transition such asT̂ .

A second rule, not shown here, erases the silent transi-
tions from the model when the first rule cannot be applied.

The Maude rewrite rule shown in Figure 12 quite natu-
rally corresponds to the graphical rule from Figure 11. Note
that it is a conditional rule; its condition is stated in theif
clause, which does most of the work. A moduleM (denoting
Maude specifications at Maude’s metalevel) rewrites to an-
other moduleM’ if its set of equations does match the positive
pattern and does not match the negative pattern in Figure 11.
The latter condition is equationally specified by the function
noMatch, which returnsfalseif a certain match is found, and
true otherwise (in the equation labelled[owise]). Then,
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=⇒

Y:State

Y:State

label = L

T:Transition
label = ""

T’:Transition

dest

X:State Z:State

out in
dest orig

out in

in

orig

orig

out

dest

T̂:Transition
label = L

label = Lorig dest

T̂:Transition

label = L label = ""

T:Transition T’:Transition

dest

X:State Z:State

out
dest orig

in

orig

Figure 11 Bypassing internal actions: graphical rule.

crl M => M’ if
((eq ’out[X:Term] = TL:Term [none] .)
(eq ’orig[T:Term] = X:Term [none] .)
(eq ’dest[T:Term] = Y:Term [none] .)
(eq ’orig[T’:Term] = Y:Term [none] .)
(eq ’dest[T’:Term] = Z:Term [none] .)
(eq ’in[Z:Term] = TL’:Term [none] .)
(eq ’label[T:Term] = L:Term [none] .)
(eq ’label[T’:Term] = ’"".String [none] .)
ES:EquationSet) := getEqs(M)

/\ negativePattern:EquationSet :=
((eq ’label[’hatT:Variable] = L:Term [none] .)
(eq ’orig[’hatT:Variable] = X:Term [none] .)
(eq ’dest[’hatT:Variable] = Z:Term [none] .))
/\ noMatch(negativePattern:EquationSet, ES:EquationSet)
/\ hatT:Term := newTransition(’hatT:Variable) /\
M’ := setEquations(addDecl(M, hatT:Term, ’Transition),
(eq ’out[X:Term] = ’_‘,_[hatT:Term,TL:Term] [none] .)
(eq ’in[Z:Term] = ’_‘,_[hatT:Term,TL’:Term] [none] .)
---(some equations omitted)
ES:EquationSet) .

op noMatch : EquationSet EquationSet -> Bool .
eq noMatch(

((eq ’label[’hatT:Variable] = L:Term [none] .)
(eq ’orig[’hatT:Variable] = X:Term [none] .)
(eq ’dest[’hatT:Variable] = Z:Term [none] .)),

((eq ’label[hatT:Term] = L:Term [none] .)
(eq ’orig[hatT:Term] = X:Term [none] .)
(eq ’dest[hatT:Term] = Z:Term [none] .)
E:EquationSet) ) = false .

eq noMatch(E1:EquationSet,E2:EquationSet) = true [owise] .

Figure 12 Maude Rewrite rule for bypassing transitions.

M’ is a copy ofM whose declaration and equation sets are
changed to fit the right-hand side of the rule in Figure 11. This
is achieved by functionsnewTransition,addDecl, and
setEquations, which we have omitted from the figure.

In Section 5 we shall study semantics-preserving model
transformations and shall apply a procedure, defined there,
for checking whether the silent-transition elemination trans-
formation, discussed in this section, is semantics-preserving.

4 Defining the xSPEM language

In this section we study aDSML called xSPEM [17], which
is an executable version of theSPEM language standard [6].

notStarted

«enumeration»
TimeState
undefined
tooEarly
ok
tooLate

P:Process
globalTime=0

W1:WorkSequenceW2:WorkSequence

activities

A:Activity

tmax=7
tmin=5

activityState=notStarted
timeState=undefined
startTime=0

B:Activity

tmax=8
tmin=3

activityState=notStarted
timeState=undefined
startTime=0

linkToPrececessor

finishedToFinish

activities

linkToPrececessor workSequences

resources

R:Resource
available = true

workSequences

0..*

globalTime:Int

linkToPrececessor

Activity

tmin:Int
tmax:Int

startTime:Int

0..* 0..*

timeState:TimeState

Process
globalTime:Int

activities workSequences

1..1
WorkSequence

activityState:ActivityState 0..*
0..* startedToFinish
0..* finishedToFinish

0..* startedToStart

finishedToStart

linkToPrececessor

available: Bool

Resource
inProgress
finished

ActivityState
«enumeration»

Figure 13 xSPEMmetamodel (adapted), and one model.

This further illustrates the approach presented in Section3,
and prepares an example of "execution tracing" for Section 5.
We also propose an optimisation based on a partial evaluation
of operational-semantics rules, which takes advantage of the
inherent distinction between "structural" and "dynamic" parts
of metamodels and of their models, hence, it is applicable in
general forDSML. The optimisation concerns the execution
of operational semantics starting from a given initial model.

4.1 TheXSPEMlanguage and its operational semantics

The language describes the execution ofactivitiesconstrained
by time, resources, and precedence relations. We show how
to translate the xSPEM metamodel and models into Maude
specifications, and how to encode the language’s operational
semantics as rewrite rules over such Maude specifications.

In the metamodel of Figure 13Activity is the class of en-
tities being executed. Thetminandtmaxattributes of theAc-
tivity class denote the minimum and the maximum duration
of activities, whose state with respect to execution is given
by the value of theactivityStateattribute: thenotStarted, in-
Progress, andfinishedvalues in theActivityStateenumeration.

The execution of activities is also governed by explicit
ordering constraints (WorkSequenceclass), and by the avail-
ability of resources (Resourceclass).
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globalTime=T+1

X:Process
globalTime=T

X:Process⇒

Figure 14 Rule for Process incrementing the global time.

Each activity has aWorkSequenceinstance, which in turn
may be linked to four (possibly empty) sets of activities:

– the activities that have to be started to allow for the current
activity to be able to start (thestartedToStartlink);

– the activities that have to be finished to allow for the cur-
rent activity to be able to start (thefinishedToStartlink);

– the activities that have to be started to allow for the current
activity to be able to finish (thestartedToFinishlink);

– the activities that have to be finished to allow for the cur-
rent activity to be able to finish (thestartedToFinishlink).

For example, in Figure 13, the activitiesB andA are linked
by a WorkSequencevia the linkfinishedToFinish, which ex-
presses thatB is allowed to finish only whenA is finished.
An activity may also have a number ofResourceinstances.
Starting an activity requires that the resource beavailable,
and makes the resources not available; when an activity fin-
ishes, it releases the resource by making it available again.

Time is measured by a clock, encoded by theglobalTime
attribute of theProcessclass. When an activity starts it records
its starting time in thestartTimeattribute. Hence, its current
execution time is the differenceglobalTime−startTime .

When it is finished, an activity can betooEarly, ok, or
tooLate(timeStateattribute), depending on whether its cur-
rent execution time is in[0,tmin), [tmin,tmax ) or [tmax ,∞)
respectively (all intervals left-closed, right-open). The value
of timeStateequalsundefinedwhile an activity is notfinished.

Operational Semantics.We express the operational seman-
tics of xSPEMusing graphical rewrite rules (Figures 14–16).
In the first rule, theprocessinstance incrementsglobalTime.
The next rule (Figure 15) deals with starting activities. IfY
is an activity of processX whoseglobalTimeattribute isT ,
andY is linked to its predecessors by a work sequenceZ,
then starting the activity sets itsstartTimeattribute toT and
its activityStateattribute toinProgress. However, the activity
can only be started if certain other instances are in certain
states. We add conditions (written inOCL) to the rules, for

– all activities inZ.startedToStartto be in progress;
– all activities inZ.finishedToStartto be finished;
– all resources inY.resourcesto be available;
– all resources inY.resourcesbecome unavailable.

For the fourth constraint we use (cf. Figure 15) the construc-
tion @Postto indicate that the constraint is a postcondition.

The last three rules (Figure 16) deal with finishing an activ-
ity and releasing the resources it held while it was executing.
The rules differ on the value that they give to thetimeState
attribute, depending on how long has the activity been exe-
cuting, i.e., onX .globalTime−Y .startTime:

– if the value in question is greater or equal thanY.tmin, but
less thanY.tmax, then the attributetimeStateis set took;

Y .resources → forAll(r : Resource|r.available@Post = false)

Z:WorkSequence
linkToPrececessoractivities Y:Activity

activityState=inProgress
startTime=T

X:Process
globalTime=T

Z .startedToStart → forAll(v : Activity|v.activityState = inProgress)∧

if Z .finishedToStart → forAll(u : Activity|u.activityState = finished)∧

Z:WorkSequencelinkToPrececessoractivities Y:Activity

activityState=notStarted

X:Process
globalTime=T ⇒

Y .resources → forAll(r : Resource|r.available = true)∧

Figure 15 Rule for starting an Activity.

Y .resources → forAll{r : resource|r.available@Post = true}

X .globalTime − Y .startTime < Y .tmin∧

if Z .startedToFinish → forAll(u : Activity|u.activityState = inProgress)∧

Z:WorkSequence
linkToPrececessoractivitiesX:Process

Y:Activity

activityState=inProgress

Z:WorkSequence
linkToPrececessoractivitiesX:Process Y:Activity

activityState=finished
timeState=tooEarly

Z .finishedToFinish → forAll(v : Activity|v.activityState = finished)∧

Z:WorkSequence
linkToPrececessoractivitiesX:Process

Y:Activity

activityState=inProgress

Z:WorkSequence
linkToPrececessoractivitiesX:Process

Y:Activity

activityState=inProgress

Z:WorkSequence
linkToPrececessoractivitiesX:Process Y:Activity

activityState=finished
timeState=ok

X .globalTime − Y .startTime < Y .tmax∧

∧X .globalTime − Y .startTime ≥ Y .tmin∧

Z .finishedToFinish → forAll(v : Activity|v.activityState = finished)∧

if Z .startedToFinish → forAll(u : Activity|u.activityState = inProgress)∧

⇒

⇒

⇒

Z:WorkSequence
linkToPrececessoractivitiesX:Process Y:Activity

activityState=finished
timeState=tooLate

if Z .startedToFinish → forAll(u : Activity|u.activityState = inProgress)∧

Z .finishedToFinish → forAll(v : Activity|v.activityState = finished)∧

X .globalTime − Y .startTime > Y .tmax∧

Y .resources → forAll{r : resource|r.available@Post = true}

Y .resources → forAll{r : resource|r.available@Post = true}

Figure 16 Rules for finishing an Activity.

– if it is less thanY.tminthentimeStateis set totooEarly;
– otherwise, the attributetimeStateis set totooLate.

4.2 Embedding xSPEM in Maude

We follow the guidelines of Section 3 for representing the
xSPEMmetamodel and sample model in Figure 13, as well as
the operational semantics rules from Figures 14–16.

Metamodel and model.The Maude encoding of the xSPEM

metamodel and model from Figure 13 is shown in Figure 17.
There are two modules for the enumeration classes. They are
imported (in protecting mode, to preserve their semantics)in
the module denoting the metamodel. The module denoting
the metamodel is imported (in extending mode, allowing to
modify its semantics) by the module denoting the model.
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fmod ACTIVITYSTATE is
sort ActivityState .
ops notStarted inProgress finished : -> ActivityState .
endfm
fmod TIMESTATE is
sort TimeState .
ops tooEarly ok tooLate undefined : -> TimeState .
endfm

fmod xSPEM-METAMODEL is
protecting ACTIVITYSTATE .
protecting TIMESTATE .
protecting INT .
protecting BOOL .
sorts Process Activity WorkSequence Resource .
--- declarations for sets of Process, Activity,
--- WorkSequence, and Resource (omitted)
op globalTime : Process -> Int .
op activities : Process -> Set{Activity} .
op workSequences : Process -> Set{WorkSequence} .
ops tmin tmax startTime : Activity -> Int .
op activityState : Activity -> ActivityState .
op timeState : Activity -> TimeState .
op linkToPredecessor : Activity -> Set{WorkSequence} .
op resources : Activity -> Set{Resource} .
--- equations for OCL invariant for cardinality of
--- role linkToPredecessor (omitted)
ops startedToStart finishedToFinish

startedToFinish finishedToStart :
WorkSequence -> Set{Activity} .

op available : Resource -> Bool .
endfm

fmod xSPEM-MODEL is
extending xSPEM-METAMODEL .
op P : -> Process .
ops A B : -> Activity .
ops W1 W2 : -> WorkSequence .
op R : -> Resource .
eq globalTime(P) = 0 .
eq activities(P) = A, B .
eq workSequences(P) = W1, W2 .
eq tmin(A) = 5 .
eq tmax(A) = 7 .
eq startTime(A) = 0 .
eq activityState(A) = notStarted .
eq timeState(A) = undefined .
eq linkToPredecessor(A) = W2 .
eq resources(A) = R .
eq available(R) = true .
eq tmin(B) = 3 .
eq tmax(B) = 8 .
eq startTime(B) = 0 .
eq activityState(B) = notStarted .
eq timeState(B) = undefined .
eq linkToPredecessor(B) = W1 .
eq resources(B) = empty .
eq finishedToFinish(W1) = A .
eq startedToFinish(W1) = empty
--- (some equations for links omitted)
eq startedToStart(W2) = empty .
endfm

Figure 17 Maude encoding of metamodel and model of Fig. 13.

Operational semantics.We show the Maude encoding of the
rule in Figure 14 and of the conditional rule in Figure 15; the
encoding of the remaining graphical rules is similar.

We first write a moduleModels_xSPEM-METAMODEL,
where a sortModels_xSPEM-METAMODEL is defined (by
analogy to Fig. 7), which metarepresents all Maude specifi-
cations denoting xSPEM models. The xSPEM operational se-
mantics rules are Maude rewrite rules operating over this sort.

The Maude encoding of the rule for time-passing in Fig-
ure 14 is shown in Figure 18. It says that whenever an equa-
tion stating thatthe global time of some process (metarepre-
sented by the term variableX) equals some value (metarep-

rl
(eq ’globalTime[X:Term] = T:Term [none] .) =>
(eq ’globalTime[X:Term] =

upTerm(downTerm(’_+_[T:Term,’s_[’0.Zero]], errorNat)
[none] .) .

Figure 18 Maude encoding of the rule in Figure 14.

crl M => M’ if
((eq ’globalTime[X:Term] = T:Term [none] .)
(eq ’activities[X:Term] = L:Term [none] .)
(eq ’activityState[Y:Term] =

’notStarted.ActivityState [none] .)
(eq ’startTime[Y:Term] = ’0.Zero [none] .)
(eq ’linkToPredecessor[Y:Term] = Z:Term [none] .)
ES:EquationSet) := getEqs(M) /\

downTerm(Y:Term,ErrAct) in downTerm(L:Term,ErrAct) /\
forAll1(M,startedToStart(downTerm(Z:Term,ErrWorkSeq))) /\
forAll2(M,finishedToStart(downTerm(Z:Term,ErrWorkSeq))) /\
forAll3(M’,resources(downTerm(Y:Term,ErrAct))) /\
M’ := forAll4(setEquations(M,
(eq ’globalTime[X:Term] = T:Term [none] .)
(eq ’activities[X:Term] = L:Term[none] .)
(eq ’activityState[Y:Term] =

’inProgress.ActivityState [none] .)
(eq ’startTime[Y:Term] = T:Term [none] .)
(eq ’linkToPredecessor[Y:Term] = W:Term [none] .)
ES:EquationSet), resources(downTerm(Y:Term,ErrAct))) .
---- encoding of the OCL condition

op forAll1 : Module Set{Activity} -> Bool .
eq forAll1(empty) = true .
eq forAll1(M:Module, (A:Activity, AS:Set{Activity})) =

(if activityState(M:Module, A:Activity) == inProgress
then true else false fi)
and-then forAll1(M:Module,AS:Set{Activity}) .

op forAll2 : Module Set{Activity} -> Bool .
eq forAll2(M:Module, empty) = true .
eq forAll2(M:Module, (A:Activity, AS:Set{Activity})) =

(if activityState(M:Module, A:Activity) == finished
then true else false fi)
and-then forAll2(M:Module,AS:Set{Activity}) .

op forAll3 : Module Set{Resource} -> Bool .
eq forAll3(M:Module, empty) = true .
eq forAll3(M:Module, (R:Resource, RS:Set{Resource})) =

(if available(M:Module, R:Resource) == true
then true else false fi)
and-then forAll3(M:Module,RS:Set{Resource}) .

op forAll4 : Module Set{Resource} -> Module .
eq forAll4(M:Module, empty) = M:Module .
ceq forAll4(M:Module, (P:Resource, PS:Set{Resource})) =
replaceEq(E:Equation,forAll4(M:Module,PS:Set{Resource}))
if P:Term := upTerm(P:Resource)
/\ PS:Term := upTerm(false)
/\ E:Equation := (eq ’available[P:Term] = PS:Term[none].) .

Figure 19 Maude encoding of the rule in Figure 15.

resented by the term variableT) is found, then that equa-
tion is replaced by another one, which states thatthe global
time of the processX equalsT plus the metarepresentation
of 1, which is’s[’0.Zero]. The resulting meta-level term
’_,_[T:Term,’s_[’0.Zero]] is not directly evaluated
because there is no equation to reduce it at the metalevel.
In order to be evaluated, the term is casted from the met-
alevel down to the object level, where addition is performed
by equational reduction. The casting is done by the built-in
functiondownTerm, whose second argument is a constant
returned in case the casting fails. Finally, the result of the ad-
dition is re-raised to the metalevel by the operationupTerm.

We now focus on the rule in Figure 15 for starting an
activity, whose encoding in Maude is shown in Figure 19. The
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rule is conditional, and most of its computation is encoded in
the condition. It says that a modelM rewrites to a modelM’ if

– the equations ofM encode the attribute values and the
links corresponding to those in the left-hand side of the
rule in Figure 15. In the conjunctdownTerm(Y:Term,
ErrAct)indownTerm(L:Term,ErrAct), the pre-
defined function_in_ evaluates whether an activity meta-
represented byY:Term is in an activity list metarepresen-
ted byL:Term. For this evaluation to be performed, the
metarepresentations are casted down to the object level;

– the OCL precondition evaluates totrue. This condition is
encoded in accordance to the Maude encoding ofOCL in-
variants, presented earlier in Section 3. Note the defini-
tions of the functionsforAll1, forAll2, forAll3,
which encode the first three→ forAll() iterators in the
graphical rule; to be evaluated on the adequate modelM,
the model is passed as an argument to those functions;

– finally, the modelM’ is also computed in the condition,
by setting its equation set such as to encode the right-
hand side of the graphical rule (the second "line" of Fig-
ure 15), and by applying theforAll4 function to the
result. The role of the latter is to encode the postcondi-
tion of the graphical rule (last conjunct in the condition
in Figure 15). The function takes a modelM and a set
of resources and "assigns" all the resources’availableat-
tributes tofalse. For this, it replaces inM the equations
that gave whatever "previous" values of the attribute, with
equations stating that the new values arefalse. The equa-
tion replacement is done by the functionreplaceEq,
which is omitted from Figure 15 for better readability.

The Maude rules shown in Figures 18 and 19, together
with similar Maude encodings of the other graphical rules,
are executable and be used for verification purposes. For ex-
ample, one can ask whether there exists a path starting from
the xSPEMmodel depicted in Figure 13 and leading to a model
where both activitiesA andB are finished and have completed
their execution in time. Assuming functionsallFinished
andallOk, which check whether all the equations encod-
ing the attributesactivityState andtimeState have
the right-hand sides’finished.ActivityState and
’ok.TimeState, respectively, the answer to our question
is returned by the following Maude search command:

search[1] upModule(’xSPEM-MODEL)=>*M
such that allFinished(M) and allOK(M).
Maude responds instantly and returns a path to a solution.

Optimising the semantics by partial instantiation.We now
describe how one can take advantage of the inherent distinc-
tion between the structural and dynamic parts of metamodels
of DSML, in order to optimise their operational semantics.

To illustrate this we consider again the xSPEMmetamodel
in Figure 13. Its dynamic part consists of theglobalTimeat-
tribute of theProcessclass, of theactivityState, timeState,
startTimeattributes of theActivity class, and of theavailable
attribute of theResourcesclass. These attributes are the only
features of an xSPEM model that can change during model

linkToPredecessor

0..*

Resource
available: Bool

Activity
1..1

resources

Activity

tmin:Int
tmax:Int

0..* activities

1..1
WorkSequence

0..*
0..* startedToFinish
0..* finishedToFinish

0..* startedToStart

finishedToStart

Process
globalTime:Int

timeState:TimeState
activityState:ActivityState

startTime:Int

workSequences0..*

Figure 20 xSPEMmetamodel; the dynamic part is in bold font.

workSequences

W1:WorkSequenceW2:WorkSequence

activities

A:Activity

tmax=7
tmin=5

activityState=A
timeState=TA
startTime=ST

B:Activity

tmax=8
tmin=3

activityState=B
timeState=TB
startTime=ST

linkToPrececessor

finishedToFinish

linkToPredecessor

resources

R:Resource
available=X

activities

P:Process
globalTime=T

workSequences

Figure 21 Pattern for xSPEMmodels reachable from that in Fig. 13.

execution. All the rest is the structural part - including the
instances and the links between them - and does not change.

This distinction between structural and dynamic parts is
inherent toDSML defined using theMDE-based approach. The
consequence is that once an "initial" model is chosen, all
models reachable from it have the same structural part. In the
case of xSPEM, if we start from the model shown in Figure 13,
all the reachable models have the form shown in Figure 21.

In particular, this means that all the operational-semantics
rules will perform their matching on thesamestructural part;
we can take advantage of this observation bypartially instan-
tiating the operational-semantics rules on the structural part
before executing them. This results in smaller and simpler
rules, with less matching to do. Since matching (particularly
set and multiset-matching, which we extensively use in our
representation - e.g., we match over sets of equations) is the
most expensive part of rewriting we can expect substantial
time gains when the simplified rules are executed.

The partial evaluation of rules consists in applying the
following four operations to each operational-semantics rule:

1. match the left-hand side (lhs) of the rule with the pattern
describing the form of reachable models (e.g., Figure 21);
this results in a finite number of substitutions;

2. for each such substitution, generate a new rule by apply-
ing the substitution to the rule’s lhs, rhs, and condition;
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rl
(eq ’globalTime[’P.Process] = T:Term [none] .)
(eq ’activityState[’A.Activity] =

’notStarted.ActivityState [none] .)
(eq ’startTime[’A.Activity] = ’0.Zero [none] .)
(eq ’available[’R.Resource] = ’true.Bool [none] .) =>
(eq ’globalTime[’P.Process] = T:Term [none] .)
(eq ’activityState[’A.Activity] =
’inProgress.ActivityState [none] .)

(eq ’startTime[’A.Activity] = T:Term [none] .)
(eq ’available[’R.Resource] = ’false.Bool [none] .) .

Figure 22 Pre-instantiated rule for starting activityA.

3. perform all reductions and simplifications possible on the
new "partially instantiated" rule; for example, a conjunct
reduced totrue in a rule’s condition is removed, and a
conjunct reduced tofalseeliminates the rule;

4. make the rulecontext-free; for this, find a maximal con-
textC such that the rule obtained after the last step has the
form C [lhs ′] → C [rhs ′] if Cond , and replace the rule
with the non-contextualrule lhs ′ → rhs ′ if Cond , pro-
vided that the latter is indeed a rule and provided the fact
that the contextual and the non-contextual rule induce the
same matchings with the pattern of reachable models.

These operations are implemented by taking advantage of
Maude’s bultin metalevel functions for matching and reduc-
tion. They do not modify the rewrite relation starting from
the chosen initial model, since Steps 1–3 are executed when
the original operational-semantics rules are applied, andStep
4 explicitly checks that the matchings (hence, the rewritings)
before and after the step are the same. What changes is the
number of rules - one original operational-semantics rule pos-
sibly generates several simplified rules - but the number of
rule applications for performing a given execution stays the
same; it only involves simpler rules and less matching.

For the original rule shown in Figure 19, applying the four
steps described above with the pattern shown on Figure 21
generates two rules: one for starting the activityA and the
other one for starting the activityB. We show in Figure 22 the
first rule (forA), which is indeed much simpler that the orig-
inal one; in particular, the simplified rule is unconditional: all
the conjuncts in its condition were reduced totrue, and it is
context-free: its lhs/rhs are sets of equations, not modules.

Just for the sake of the example, we have tried both ver-
sions of the operational semantics on a model obtained from
the one shown in Figure 13 by multiplying thetminandtmax
constants by 10 and then by 20. On thesearch command
(Page 13) the optimised rules worked more than twice faster
than the original ones (18s and 5m3s, against 41s and 11m58s).

5 Semantics-Preserving Model Transformations

Given two DSML L1 andL2, each endowed with an oper-
ational semantics, and given a model transformationφ be-
tweenL1 andL2, how to define the fact that the transfor-
mationpreservesthe operational semantics when translating
from L1 to L2? WhenL1 is a higher-level language,L2 is a

lower-level one, andφ is a refinement between levels, seman-
tical preservation means that the image inL2 of any model in
L1 by the transformation does “at most as much" as the origi-
nal, in the sense that to each execution of the copy there exists
a "matching" execution of the original. This ensures that the
refinement process does not add executions unaccounted for.

In this section we formalise the notion of semantics-pre-
serving model transformation using a notion ofobservational
simulationbetweenobservational transition systems. Obser-
vational transition systems are adequate for modelling opera-
tional semantics expressed in terms of model transformations
because they allow for an emphasis on the "dynamic" part
of models, that which changes during execution; and obser-
vational simulations compare executions with respect to the
observations only. Another advantage of observational simu-
lations is that they allow for one step of the higher-level se-
mantics to match several steps of the lower-level one, which
expresses a difference of "granularity" between the levels.

We propose a semidecision procedure to check seman-
tical preservation. The procedure is complete: it detects all
preservation violations, and may not terminate otherwise.

Thanks to its encoding of semantical preservation by an
invariance property, the procedure also opens the possibil-
ity of using theorem-proving for invariance properties, also
available in Maude [9,10], for proving that simulation holds.

We also give a version of the procedure that computes
an encoding of all the executions of an instance ofL1 that
"match" a given execution of the instance’s image byφ, which
provides us with "execution traceability". We give examples
based on our encodings of automata and xSPEM in Maude.

5.1 Obervational Transition Systems

Observational transition systems (OTS [8]) are transition sys-
tems together with an observation domain and an observation
function that maps states to observations in the domain.

Definition 11 (Observational Transition System)An OTS

is a tuple〈A, a0,→, O, ω〉 whereA is a nonempty, possibly
infinite set ofstates; a0 ∈ A is the initial state;→⊆ A×A is
the transition relation; O is a nonempty, possibly infinite set
of observations; ω : A → O is theobservation function.

An executionis a finite sequence of statesρ = a0, ...ai...an
such that forai → ai+1 for i = 0, 1, ..., n − 1 (note that
we do not require that executions start in the initial state).
We denote thelengthn of an executionρ = a0, ...ai...an by
len(ρ); hence, an execution of length0 is a state. For a state
a, we denote byexec(a) the set of executionsπ such that
π(0) = a, and byexec(A) the set of executionsexec(aini ).

5.2 FromDSML to Observational Transition Systems

We naturally identify a meta-modelMM with the set of
models that conform to it, and the operational semantics of a
DSML of metamodelMMwith a relation→⊆MM×MM.
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ρ
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Figure 23 Matching executions.

By choosing an "initial model"M0 ∈ MM we obtain a tran-
sition system〈MM,M0,→〉, which expresses the execu-
tion of the modelM0 according to ourDSML’s semantics. An
observational transition system can obtained, e.g, by defining
anOCL query onMM which expresses the "part" of a model
that "changes" during execution. For example, for the meta-
model in Figure 3, we want to observe, say, thetraceattribute
of theAutomatonclass, which does change during execution.
Assuming only one automaton per model of the metamodel,
this can be written inOCL asAutomaton.allInstances .trace.

5.3 Matching and Observational Simulation

Definition 12 (matching) For OTS= (A, aini ,→A, O, ωA)
andB = (B, bini ,→B, O, ωB) and for two executionsρ ∈
exec(A) andπ ∈ exec(B), we say thatρ is matchedby π if
there exists a functionα : [0, . . . , len(ρ)] → Nwithα(0) = 0
and∀i ∈ [0, . . . , len(ρ) − 1], α(i + 1) ∈ {α(i) + 1, α(i)},
such that for alli ∈ [0..len(ρ)], ωA(ρ(i)) = ωB(π(α(i))).

Example 9We illustrate matching executions in Figure 23.
States with identical observations are connected with dashed
lines. The functionα : [0, . . . , 5] → N defined byα(0..3) =
0 andα(4) = 1, α(5) = 2 ensures that the executionρ (of
length 5) is matched by the executionπ (of length 2).

Our notion of matching in Def. 12 allows longer executions
ρ to be matched by shorter onesπ. This is useful for relating
executions ofDSML whose semantics have different granu-
larities; if L2 is a lower-level language thanL2, one step of
L1 is expected to be implemented by several steps ofL2.

Definition 13 (observational simulation)Given two obser-
vational transition systemsA = (A, aini ,→A, O, ωA) and
B = (B, bini ,→B, O, ωB), we say thatA is observationally
simulated byB if for all executionsρ ∈ exec(A) there exists
an executionπ ∈ exec(B) such thatρ is matched byπ.

5.4 Semantical preservation and a procedure to check it

We use observational simulations to define semantics-preser-
ving model transformation connecting two instances of two
DSML represented asOTS as suggested in Section 5.2.

Definition 14 (semantics-preserving model transformation)
Consider twoDSML L1,L2 with metamodelsMMi and se-
mantics→i, for i = 1, 2. Assume an observation setO and

crl 〈M,S〉 ⇒〈M′,S ′〉
if M′,S ′′ := step2(M) ∧
S ′:= {M′′ ∈ S ∪step1(S) | ω1(M

′′) = ω2(M
′)}

Figure 24 Rewrite rule for checking semantical preservation.

observation functionsωi, for i = 1, 2 having codomainO.
We say that a model transformationφ betweenMM1 and
MM2 issemantics-preserving for the instancesM0

1 ∈ MM1

andM0
2, if M0

2 ∈ φ(M0
1) and〈MM2,M0

2,→2, O, ω2〉 is
observationally simulated by〈MM1,M0

1,→1, O, ω1〉 .

To check semantical preservation in Maude, we write two
functionsstep1 andstep2, which take a set of models in
MM1 and inMM2, respectively, and apply one step of the
operational semantics ofMM1 and ofMM2, respectively.

We then write the conditional rewrite rule in Figure 24.
Here, any pair〈M,S〉 is rewritten to a pair〈M′,S ′〉 where

– M′ is some1-step successor ofM according to the oper-
ational semantics ofMM. This is done by the matching
equationM′,S ′′:=step2(M) in the rule’s condition;

– S ′ is the subset of the models inS∪step1(S) whose ob-
servation according toω1 equals the observationω2(M′).

Our procedure consists in performing the Maude command:

(‡) search 〈M0
2,M

0
1〉 =>* 〈M, ∅〉.

Proposition 4 (semantical preservation)A model transfor-
mationϕ is semantics-preserving forM0

1 andM0
2 ∈ φ(M0

1)
if and only ifω1(M0

1) = ω2(M0
2) and the command(‡) fails.

Proposition 4 states the correctness of our procedure. Com-
pleteness follows from the completeness of Maude’s search
command: if a term〈M, ∅〉 is reachable then it will be found.

Towards theorem proving.Our procedure also suggests an
approach based on inductive theorem proving to show that a
simulation does hold, i.e., that a model transformation pre-
serves operational semantics: inductively prove that terms of
the form〈M, ∅〉 cannot be reached from〈M0

2,M
0
1〉 by the

rule in Fig. 24, using, e.g., Maude’s prover [9] and techniques
for proving invariants [10]. This is left for future work.

Example 10We illustrate the procedure on an example based
on automata. LetL1 be the language of automata possibly
with silent transitions, whose metamodelMM1 is shown in
Fig. 3 (without theOCL invariant) and whose operational se-
mantics→1 is given by the rule depicted in Fig. 8. LetM0

1 be
the automaton model depicted in Fig. 4. The Maude represen-
tations of the metamodel, operational semantics, and model
are shown in Figs. 5 (without theOCL invariant), 9, and 6.

Let L2 be the language of automata without silent transi-
tions, having metamodelMM2 shown in Fig. 3. Its opera-
tional semantics→2 is also given by the rule in Figure 4. Let
M0

2 be essentially the same automaton model as that depicted
in Figure 4, except that the label oft2 is "b" rather than "".

In order to turn the transition systems〈MMi,M0
i
,→i〉

(for i = 1, 2) into observational transition systems, we con-
sider the observation domainO of Strings, and the observa-
tion functions that to each model associates thetrace attribute
of theAutomaton class, which changes during execution.
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What is missing in order to illustrate our semantics-pre-
servation checking procedure is a model transformation be-
tweenL1 andL2. This shall be the operation of silent tran-
sition elimination, partially illustrated by the graphical rule
shown in Fig. 11 and corresponding Maude rule in Fig. 12.

In order to check whether silent transition elimination
φ is semantics-preserving for the instancesM0

1 ∈ MM1

andM0
2 = φ(M0

1) ∈ MM2 (cf. Definition 14) we use
the Maude commandsearch 〈M0

2,M
0
1〉 =>* 〈M, ∅〉. The

command does find a solution - meaning thatφ fails to pre-
serve operational semantics according to Definition 14.

The command also provides us with a path to the solution.
By examining the path we realise the error in the model trans-
formation: the automatonM0

2 can have the trace "ab" by an
executionρ of length 2, butM0

1 cannot: it needs a matching
execution of length 3 starting from its initial state, including
firing the silent transition. This violates observational simu-
lation/semantical preservation as we defined it, since we only
allow longer executionsρ to be matched by shorter onesπ.
The origin of the error lies in the fact that silent transition
elimination may generate several initial states - if the initial
state of its input is the origin of a silent transition.

This example demonstrates that our procedure finds seman-
tical-preservation errors in model transformations. The next
section contains another example, and shows that the proce-
dure can be adapted to solve the "execution tracing" problem.

5.5 Execution tracing

We consider a model transformation of xSPEM to hierarchi-
cal extended state machines(HESM, which are quite similar
to the state machine diagrams ofUML ). Briefly, a transition
can be fired if its origin state is active and if its guard (if
present) evaluates to true; when a transition is fired, the as-
signments (if any) of the transition to theHESM’s variables
are performed, and the transition’s destination state becomes
active. A macro-state is a state containing aHESM. A transi-
tion originating in a macro-state is an abbreviation for a set
of transitions with origins in all states of the macro-state. A
parallel composition ofHESM with shared variables consists
in interleaving the firing of the transitions of the twoHESM.

The effect of our transformation on a model consisting of a
processP and a single activityA, whose worksequence has
all its links empty, is shown in Figure 25. It consists of two
HESM, among which the top one represents the processP
incrementing the variableglobalTimestarting from zero.

The bottom one encodes the activity’s execution starting
from the initial state (A.activityState = notStarted,A.timeState
= undefined). The transition labelledstart-Aencodes the start-
ing of the activity: the variablestartTimerecords the current
value ofglobalTime, andA.activityStateis set toinProgress.

Up to this point our transformation does only the obvi-
ous. We now consider the followingrefinementof the xSPEM

model: activities are nowtasks, there is a notion of taskspeed,

globalTime-A.startTime< A.tmin

start-A

A.startTime:= globalTime
A.activityState:= inProgress

slowDown-A
globalTime-A.startTime = A.tmin-1

A.activityState=notStarted
A.timeState= undefined

globalTime-A.startTime=A.tmin

tick
globalTime:=globalTime+1

globalTime=0

speedNormal-A

globalTime-A.startTime = A.tmax-1
speedUp-A

stop-A-ok
A.activityState:= finished
A.timeState:= ok

A.activityState:= finished
A.timeState:= tooLate

A.activityState:= finished
A.timeState:= tooEarly

stop-A-tooLate
globalTime-A.startTime≥ A.tmax

globalTime-A.startTime≥ A.tmin
globalTime-A.startTime< A.tmax

stop-A-tooEarly

Figure 25 HESM encoding one ProcessP with one ActivityA.

and our refinement "attempts" to avoid finishing a task too
early or too late. Hence, one time unit before execution time
reachesA.tmin the task isslowed down; afterA.tmin is
reached the speed of the task becomesnormal; and one time
unit before the time reachesA.tmax the task issped up.

Eventually, the task completes its execution, and its vari-
ableA.timeStateis set to one of among the valuestooEarly,
ok, or tooLate, depending on the time it took to complete.
This is encoded by the three transitions originating in the
macro-state (depicted as a rectangle with a dashed contour).

The general transformation from xSPEMto HESM encodes
activities as the machine shown in Figure 25, possibly with
more complex guards and assignments of transitions "start-
ing" and "stopping" the activity, to take into account the states
of the activities and resources that an activity is linked to.

Consider now the xSPEMmodelM that consists only of
the processP , activityA, and worksequenceW2 in Figure 13.
Its transformation toHESM is that represented in Figure 25
with tmin =5 and tmax=7. We now consider the following
execution of theHESM in Figure 25, which we describe only
via the labels of the transitions that it fires in sequence:

start-A (tick*4) slowDown-A tick speedNormal-A stop-A-ok

We wish to trace back this execution to an xSPEM execution
that matches in the sense of Definition 12. The answer de-
pends on the observations functions on xSPEMandHESM.

For the case where the observation functions observe all
the attributes in xSPEM, and all the (homonymous) variables
in HESM, the answer is the unique execution

start (tick*5) stop-ok

which we have described via the rules that are executed. Here,
we have denoted bytick the rule in Figure 14, bystart the rule
in Figure 15, and bystop-okthe middle rule in Figure 16.

For other observation functions there may be also other
matching executions. For example, if we choose not to ob-
serve in xSPEM andHESM theglobalTimeandstartTimeat-
tributes and homonymous variables, then another matching
execution inserts sixtick actions betweenstart andstop-ok.

For such simple examples it is easy to find the matching
executions, but for more involved ones automation is neces-
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crl 〈k, s〉 ⇒ 〈k + 1, s′〉
if s′,S:={M′′ ∈ {{s}∪step2({s}) | ω2(s

′) = ω1(ρ(k+1))}

Figure 26 Rewrite rule for tracing executions.

sary. This is achieved by a variant of our procedure for check-
ing semantical preservation discussed earlier in this section.

For a sequenceπ = π(0) · · ·π(i) · · ·π(n) we denote by
stuttering(π) the set{(π(0))+ · · ·π(i)+ · · · (π(n))+}, ob-
tained by replicating each element ofπ finitely many times.

Proposition 5 Consider twoOTS 〈MM1,M0
1,→1, O, ω1〉

and〈MM2,M
0
2,→2, O, ω2〉 such thatω1(M

0
1) = ω2(M

0
2)

and an executionρ ∈ exec(M0
2). Consider also the rule

in Figure 26 and the tree generated by the search command
(♯) search 〈ρ(0),M0

1〉 =>* 〈ρ(len(ρ)), s〉
Then, for every path in the tree, its projection on the second
component belongs to the setstuttering(π), for some execu-
tion π ∈ exec(M0

1) that matches the executionρ. Recipro-
cally, for every executionπ ∈ exec(M0

1) that matches the
executionρ, there exists a path in the tree whose projection
on the second component belongs to the setstuttering(π).

The reason why sequences instuttering(π) (not thematch-
ing executionπ) occur in Proposition 5 is thatπ may be
shorter thatρ - it may "stutter" whenρ takes a step. How-
ever, it is easy to reconstruct an executionπ from a sequence
in stuttering(π), by trying to execute the sequence on the
transition system for whichπ is supposed to be an execution.

6 Conclusion, Related, and Future Work

We propose a formal approach for defining and analysing
Domain-Specific Modelling Languages. The approach is based
on representing metamodels and models as Maude specifica-
tions, and on representing model transformations (which de-
fine the operational semantics ofDSML as well as translations
betweenDSML) as rewrite rules between Maude specifica-
tions, also expressible in Maude thanks to its reflectiveness.

This provides us, on the one hand, with abstract defini-
tions of theMDE concepts used for definingDSML, which
naturally capture their intended meaning; and, on the other
hand, with equivalent executable definitions for those con-
cepts, which can be used by Maude for formal verification.
Theoretical results given in the paper state that allDSML whose
semantics is computable can be defined using our approach.

Better execution and verification performances are ob-
tained thanks to an optimisation that we propose, which is
applied before execution/verification, and which consistsof a
form of partial evaluation of the rules that preserve the graph
of reachable models starting from a given initial model. The
optimisation takes advantage of the inherent distinction be-
tween structural and dynamic parts inDSML’s metamodels.

We also propose a definition for the notion of semantics-
preserving model transformations, which are translationsbe-
tween DSML that preserve operational semantics. We give

a semidecision procedure, also implemented in Maude, for
checking the semantics-preserving nature of a model trans-
formation, and a version of the procedure for solving the "ex-
ecution tracing" problem. We illustrate the approach on two
examples: a simple one: finite automata, and a more elabo-
rate one: xSPEM, a timed language for executing activities
constrained by time, precedence, and resource constraints.

Related Works.The closest related works are [11] and [12],
who propose different encoding of metamodels, models, and
model transformations in Maude. The main difference is that
we encode metamodels asMEL specifications, while [11] base
their representation on an object-oriented extension of Maude,
and [12] use Maude sorts. This also induces differences in the
way models and model transformations are represented.

We believe that our approach exploits better some of the
simplest constructions of Maude: order-sorted specifications
and their semantics based on algebras. We also study seman-
tics preserving model transformations and execution tracing,
which (to our knowledge) are new forDSML in Maude. The
optimisation of operational based on partial evaluation isalso
new. On the other hand, [11,12] are more advanced in prac-
tical terms; their tools are integrated in theECLIPSEenviron-
ment, they propose user-friendly languages for users to define
operational semantics, including real-time semantics [18,19];
and they have performed significant case studies.

Among the many related works, graph transformations
are formal modelling languages that have been used for defin-
ing semantics ofDSML and of model transformations [20,
21,22,23,24]. An advantage of Maude with respect to these
approaches is that they abstract away from attribute values,
whereas Maude is expressive enough to take into account at-
tribute values as well asOCL constraints on them.

Another line of work based on theorem proving exploits
type theory for formalisingMDE artifacts, including a notion
of correctness for model transformations [25,26,27].

Yet another, different approach is taken by the Kermeta
framework5, where methods written in an imperative language
(also called Kermeta) language areweavedin a metamodel to
make its underlying models executable [28]. This approach is
not (yet) formalised, but it is much more readily accessibleto
MDE practitioners who wish to define aDSML.

The present paper builds on our earlier work [3]. In addi-
tion to the representations of models, metamodels, and con-
formance from [3] we also study here operational semantics
and model transformations, as well as semantical preserva-
tion and execution tracing for model transformations.

The paper [29] is a preliminary version of the present pa-
per. The main additions with respect to [29] are the addition
of the xSPEM example, the optimisation of operational se-
mantics rules based on partial evaluation, the study of execu-
tion tracing, and more detailed proofs.

The problem of tracing executions from a given target
back to a domain-specific language has been addressed in
several papers of theMDE community [30,31,32]. A formal

5 http://www.kermeta.org
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notion of execution tracing is the object of [33]; the difference
between [33] and the present paper is that [33] uses a differ-
ent notion of execution matching - for example, it requires
users to explicity define a relation beween states of transition
systems, whereas in the present paper the relation is more
conveniently induced by equality of observations on obser-
vational transition systems. From a more practical point of
view, [33] is based on definingDSML in the Kermeta frame-
work, which is a well-accepted, user-friendly framework for
DSML definition, whereas our Maude approach needs better
interfaces in order to become acceptable by nonexpert users.

In particular, we are working on a model-transformation
language for operational semantics definition, which shallcom-
bine declarative features (rewrite rules) with imperativeones
(loops, conditions, and assignments), and on the automatic
mapping of the language to Maude code.
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Appendix: additional proofs

Lemma 1 JMEL(MM)K={LMELMM(M)M |M ::MM}.

Proof For the⊆ inclusion, from anyA ∈ JMEL(MM)K we
shall build a modelM of MM such thatLMELMM(M)M =
A. Then,A ∈ JMEL(MM)K impliesA |= OCLMEL (MM) =
true - because all algebras of a specification satisfy the equa-
tions of the specification. Finally, sinceA = LMELMM(M)M
we obtainLMELMM(M)M |= OCLMEL (MM) = true, which
by Definition 7 is just the expected conclusionM :: MM.

To buildM fromA, for each proper sortc of MEL(MM),
we consider its interpretationA(c), and let the elements of
A(c) be the objects of the classc in the modelM. We let the
attribute values for those objects, as well as the links between
the objects, to have values equal according to the algebraA.

To conclude the⊆ inclusion we have to show thatM is
indeed a model ofMM and thatLMELMM(M)M = A.

– M is a model ofMM because its objects, their attributes,
and the links between them are valued according to an al-
gebraA of MEL(MM) that satisfies Definition 2. Note
that the requirement that our modelM is finite is ensured
by the second item of Definition 2, and the requirement
that its sets if objects of classes from different inheritance
hierarchies must be disjoint is ensured by the third item;

– LMELMM(M)M = A because, again, the constants de-
noting objects ofM, the functions denoting attributes of
objects/links between objects are valued according toA.

⊇: consider a modelM such thatM :: MM. To show that
LMELMM(M)M ∈ JMEL(MM)K we showLMELMM(M)M
satisfies Definition 2. First, by construction, the specification
MELMM(M) imports MEL(MM), hence, it also imports
the specifications for the basic types, and asLMELMM(M)M
is an initial algebra, its restriction to the basic types is also
initial. Second, the interpretations of sorts ofLMELMM(M)M
denoting classes ofMM are indeed finite, namely, they con-
sist of the finitely many constants declared inMELMM(M).
Third, sorts that are in distinct connected components ac-
cording to the subsorting relation are indeed interpreted by

disjoint sets, since they correspond to objects of classes in
disjoint inheritance hierachies. Fourth, the sets of the form
Set{c} are indeed intepreted as finite sets of elements of sort
c, becauseMELMM(M) includes the definitions of the sorts
Set{c}, hence,LMELMM(M)M interprets them according to
their initial algebra. Finally,LMELMM(M)M interprets the
constantsc.allInstances as required by Definition 2, because
those constants are equated inMELMM(M) to the respective
sets of all constants (of sortc). This concludes the proof.✷

Lemma 2 There is a bijection between the set{MELMM(M) |
M :: MM} and the metamodel’s semanticsJMEL(MM)K.

Proof using Lemma 1 it is enough to show that there is bijec-
tion between the sets of specifications{MELMM(M) |M ::
MM} and the set of their semantics{LMELMM(M)M |M ::
MM}. For this, consider the mapping that to each specifi-
cation associates its initial algebra. It is obviously a surjec-
tion between our two sets. To prove its injectiveness, we note
that different modelsM1, M2 conforming toMM have at
least two distinct objects, or different values for the sameat-
tribute of an object, or different links between objects. Hence,
the specificationsMELMM(M1), MELMM(M2) differ ei-
ther in their constant declarations or in their equation sets (or
both). Since by construction there are no equations in spec-
ifications of the formMELMM(M) between the constants
denoting objects, the initial algebra ofMELMM(M) inter-
prets sorts as the constants defined of the respective sorts in
MELMM(M), and interprets the functions between sort in-
terpretations as defined by the equations ofMELMM(M).
Hence, for different modelsM1,M2 of MM, either the sort
intepretations or the functions intepretations (or both) differ,
hence, we obtainLMELMM(M1)M 6= LMELMM(M2)M. ✷

Lemma 3 For each metamodelMM, there is aMEL specifi-
cation denoted byModelsMM, where a sortModelsMM is
defined, whose interpretation in the algebraLModelsMMM
is in bijection with the set{MELMM(M) |M :: MM}.

Proof We use the fact thatMEL is reflective: there exists a
MEL specification calledMeta-Module, where allMEL spec-
ifications (including itself) are reflected astermsof a certain
sort calledModule. We then write in Maude a specification
ModelsMM extendingMeta-Module, where we define
a subsortModelsMM of Module, which is interpreted as
the set{MELMM(M) | M :: MM} in the initial alge-
bra of the specificationModelsMM - here,MELMM(M)
is thetermof ModelsMM that reflectsMELMM(M). The
sortModelsMM is defined using a conditionalmembership,
whose condition checks that our conformance checking pro-
cedure from [3] returnstrue6. Finally, the injectiveness of
reflection ensures that the sets{MELMM(M) | M :: MM}
and{MELMM(M) | M :: MM} are in bijection. ✷

6 The condition implicitly checks thatM is of metamodelMM;
these checks are performed by Maude’s parser and typechecker.
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Lemma 4 Assume thatω1(M0
1) = ω2(M0

2) in the command
(‡). Then, for each pair of the form〈M,S〉 reachable inn
rewriting steps from〈M0

2,M
0
1〉,M is last on some execution

ρ ∈ exec(M0
2) of lengthn, and S consists exactly of the

all models that are last on some executionπ ∈ exec(M0
1)

having lengthat mostn, and such thatρ is matched byπ.

Proof By induction onn. The base casen = 0 is trivial: the
modelM is M0

1, which is last on the executionρ = M0
2 of

length0; and the setS equals{M0
1}, which indeed is the set

of all models that are last on executionsπ of length≤ 0 that
matchρ - here, there is only one such execution:π = M0

1.
For the induction step: by induction hypothesis,M is last

on some execution of lengthρ of lengthn, andS is the set of
models that are last on some executionπ ∈ exec(M0

1) having
length at mostn that matchesρ. Assume that the rewrite rule
in Figure 24 is applied from〈M,S〉 and produces〈M′,S ′〉.

– sinceM′ is chosen to be a successor in one step ofM
(thanks to the matching equationM′,S ′′:=step2(M)
in the rule’s condition) then, using the induction hypoth-
esis, we obtain thatM′ is indeed the last state of some
executionρ′ ∈ exec(M0

2) that has the lengthn+ 1;
– to prove the induction step regarding the setS ′, there

are two subcases. Rememeber thatS ′ the subset ofS ∪
step1(S)whose observation according toω1 isω2(M′):
– if S = ∅, by induction hypothesis there are no execu-

tionsπ of length≤ n that matchρ. Then,S ′ = ∅ and
there are no executionsπ′ of length≤ n+1 that match
ρ′, which proves the inductive step in this subcase;

– if S 6= ∅ then consider the set of executionsπ ∈
exec(M0

1) of length at mostn that matchρ; by in-
duction hypothesis,S is the set of all last states of the
executions in this set. Then, the set of last states of
executions of length≤ n+1 that matchρ′ is the sub-
set ofS ∪step1(S) whose observation according to
ω1 equalsω2(M

′), i.e., the setS ′, which proves the
inductive step in this case and concludes the proof.✷

Proposition 4 (semantical preservation)A model transfor-
mationϕ is semantics-preserving forM0

1 andM0
2 ∈ φ(M0

1)
if and only ifω1(M0

1) = ω2(M0
2) and the command(‡) fails.

Proof (⇒) If ϕ is semantics-preserving forM0
1 andM0

2 ∈
φ(M0

1) then by Definition 14,〈MM2,M0
2,→2, O, ω2〉 is

observationally simulated by〈MM1,M0
1,→1, O, ω1〉. By

Definition 13, for the executionρ = M0
2 there exists an ex-

ecutionπ ∈ exec(M0
1) that matchesρ. Using the Defini-

tion 12 we obtain in particularω2(ρ(0)) = ω1(π(α(0))) =
ω1(π(0)), hence,ω1(M0

1) = ω2(M0
2), which proves the

first part of the(⇒) implication. For the second part of the
implication, we reason by contradiction: assume the com-
mand(‡) does not fail, hence,〈M, ∅〉 is reachable, thus, us-
ing Lemma 47 there exists an executionρ ∈ exec(M0

2) end-
ing inM with no executionπ of length at mostlen(ρ) match-
ing ρ. Since in our simulation framework longer executions

7 Note that we can indeed apply Lemma 4 here, as we have just
proved its hypothesisω1(M

0
1) = ω2(M

0
2).

can only be matched by shorter ones, there is no execution
matchingρ at all, meaning that the observational simulation
of 〈MM2,M

0
2,→2, O, ω2〉 by 〈MM1,M

0
1,→1, O, ω1〉 is

violated, and by Definition 14 thatϕ is not semantics-pre-
serving forM0

1 andM0
2. A contradiction has been reached:

the command(‡) fails, and the(⇒) implication is proved.
(⇐) Assume thatω1(M0

1) = ω2(M0
2) and that the com-

mand(‡) fails. Consider an arbitrary executionρ ∈ exec(M0
2)

and letM be the last state onρ. Then, we have a reachable
term of the form〈M,S〉 with S 6= ∅. We can apply Lemma 4
since we are assuming its hypothesisω1(M

0
1) = ω2(M

0
2),

and obtain that the nonempty setS consists exactly of the
all models that are last on some executionπ ∈ exec(M0

1)
having lengthat mostn, and such thatρ is matched byπ. In
particular, this means that there does exist an executionπ ∈
exec(M0

1) that does matchρ. By Definition 13 this means
that there is an observational simulation of〈MM2,M0

2,→2

, O, ω2〉 by 〈MM1,M0
1,→1, O, ω1〉, and by Definition 14,

this means thatϕ is semantics-preserving forM0
1 andM0

2,
which concludes the(⇐) implication and the proof. ✷

Proposition 5 Consider twoOTS 〈MM1,M0
1,→1, O, ω1〉

and〈MM2,M
0
2,→2, O, ω2〉 such thatω1(M

0
1) = ω2(M

0
2)

and an executionρ ∈ exec(M0
2). Consider also the rule

in Figure 26 and the tree generated by the search command
(♯) search 〈ρ(0),M0

1〉 =>* 〈ρ(len(ρ)), s〉
Then, for every path in the tree, its projection on the second
component belongs to the setstuttering(π), for some execu-
tion π ∈ exec(M0

1) that matches the executionρ. Recipro-
cally, for every executionπ ∈ exec(M0

1) that matches the
executionρ, there exists a path in the tree whose projection
on the second component belongs to the setstuttering(π).

Proof (⇒) By induction on the length of the path. If the
length is0 thenM0

1 ∈ stuttering(M0
1 ) is in exec(M0

1) and
matchesρ = M0

2, since we assumedω1(M0
1) = ω2(M0

2).
For the induction step, assume the statement holds for

paths of lengthn ≤ len(ρ)−1: 〈M0
2,M

0
1〉 · · · 〈ρ(n), s〉. This

means that the sequenceπ̂ = M0
1 · · · s is in stuttering(π),

for someπ ∈ exec(M0
1) that matchesρ. Now, a path of

lengthn + 1 is obtained by applying the rule in Figure 26
to the term〈ρ(n), s〉, resulting in a term〈ρ(n+1), s′〉 where
s′ is such thatω1(s

′) = ω2(ρ(n + 1)), and eithers′ = s or
s →1 s′. In both cases,M0

1 · · · ss
′ is in stuttering(π) and

matchesρ[0..n+ 1], which concludes the(⇒) implication.
(⇐) By induction on the length ofπ. The base case where

the length is0 is trivial: the corresponding path is〈ρ(0),M0
1〉.

For the induction step, its hypothesis says that there ex-
ists a path〈M0

2,M
0
1〉 · · · 〈ρ(n), s〉 such that the sequence

π̂ = M0
1 · · · s is in stuttering(π). Consider an execution

π′ that matchesρ[0..n + 1]. Then, using Definition 12, we
haveω1(π

′(len(π′))) = ω2(ρ(n+ 1)), and eitherπ′ = π, or
π′ = πs′ such thatπ(len(π)) →1 s′. In both cases, the con-
dition of the rule in Figure 26 is satisfied fors = π(len(π)),
and s′ can be chosen to beπ(len(π)) in the rule’s appli-
cation, which generates the term〈ρ(n + 1), s′〉. The path
〈M0

2,M
0
1〉 · · · 〈ρ(n), s〉〈ρ(n+1), s′〉 satisfies the conclusion

for the induction step. This concludes the(⇐) implication.✷


